
Company-wide energy data at a glance

All modern companies can benefit from a high level of  
data transparency. That’s because detailed insight into 
energy consumption and energy-related KPIs make it possi- 
ble to draw important conclusions. The greater the data 
transparency, the sounder the basis for savings measures,  
certification options, and compliance with legal or standard-
ized requirements like the European Green Deal. Access to 
relevant data makes it easy to provide energy efficiency 
certificates and emissions reports that reflect environmental 
protection and sustainability efforts. 
 

 
 

Everything in view, everything under control: Efficient management of property energy data –  
using SENTRON digital and SIMATIC Energy Manager. 
siemens.com/sentron-digital

SENTRON DIGITAL AND SIMATIC ENERGY MANAGEMENT

Energy management for  
distributed office and plant locations

SENTRON digital + SIMATIC Energy Manager =  

smart energy management2

SENTRON digital and SIMATIC Energy Manager were  
designed precisely for this purpose: intelligently and  
efficiently collecting, managing, and transparently  
displaying energy data from different properties with 
extensive infrastructures. Especially in the case of large 
companies with distributed locations, flexible systems  
are needed that can optimally serve the specific charac- 
teristics of each property and that can still be integrated  
for optimal use in a single user interface.



The solution for distributed properties …

• Production locations

• Buildings (like offices, cafeteria, and data centers)

• Mixed campus structures

• Divided buildings (owner-occupied/rented) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• SIMATIC Energy Manager Pro is used for production-related 
energy management, including KPI monitoring.

• SENTRON 7KN Powercenter 3000 is used for easy  
integration and site-specific views of the office buildings.

• This arrangement makes it possible to quickly and easily 
integrate measuring points from the building infrastructure 
in the user interface of a SIMATIC Energy Management 
system via the single-entry-point 7KN Powercenter 3000. 
 
 
 

An application scenario: A company in Germany monitors one office and two plant locations.

Simply exemplary:  
SENTRON and SIMATIC in practice

… with comprehensive data collection from:

• Production

 ‒ Control environment characterized by PROFINET  
or Modbus TCP communication and integration  
into automation systems

 ‒ Data points from measurement technology,  
communication-capable motors or motor starters,  
and more

• Building infrastructure

 ‒ Modbus TCP or Modbus RTU communication

 ‒ Data points on energy and status values from  
protection, switching, and measurement equipment  
in the low-voltage power distribution system
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Complexity becomes control

The symbiotic interaction of these solutions offers clear 
added value: Users have all relevant data available in one 
interface and can still harness the full potential of specific 
solutions for building infrastructure and production refer-
ence. For specialized roles – including building managers,  
site managers, and maintenance teams in Nuremberg –  
the direct link to the 7KN Powercenter 3000 Web interface 
provides a more customized and detailed view of the  
selected location.

Energy data from production environments and building infrastructures is displayed transparently in a straightforward user interface.
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Convincing benefits

• Greater convenience: High level of user-friendliness for relaxed work  
across connected systems.

• Larger overview: Fully transparent energy data from different sites  
and communication environments.

• Less effort: By bundling the data in the SENTRON 7KN Powercenter 3000,  
the effort required to configure and integrate individual measuring points  
into the Simatic Energy Manager system is significantly reduced.

Comprehensive overview

The home page of the user interface shows defined KPIs for an overall  
view as well as the individual locations in Nuremberg, Berlin, and Munich.

Locations directly accessible

Site-specific data can be easily viewed with a single click. 
For example, users can immediately display on-screen the total consumption 
of a specific location in the last month, the CO2 emissions, or the energy 
consumption per m3.

Precise down to the last detail

In addition to company-wide analyses and KPI calculation, the system also 
enables in-depth evaluations of a wide range of values and data points down 
to individual consumers in the final circuit. This makes it possible to optimally 
meet the requirements of different trades and user groups in the company.

Role-specific access and rights

User-based logins make it easy to manage access and rights:  
In this example, a site manager or service manager in the system are now 
able to get direct access to detailed data from the 7KN Powercenter 3000  
in the embedded office location, while the company-wide energy or sustain-
ability manager primarily works with higher-level KPIs and dashboards  
of the SIMATIC Energy Manager Pro.

The ideal solution for service providers

If services like maintenance or location-based reporting are outsourced  
to service companies, or if individual roles in the company require location- 
independent information on the electrical infrastructure, the ideal solution  
is to simply expand the system by adding cloud-based applications.  
SENTRON powermind, for example, combines the information from different 
locations as part of a Software as a Service model. It can then offer a wide 
range of options for fleet management of plants. This makes it the optimal 
solution for service providers.
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Subject to changes and errors.  
The information given in this document 
only contains general descriptions and/or 
performance features which may not 
always specifically reflect those described, 
or which may undergo modification in the 
course of further development of the 
products. The requested performance 
features are binding only when they are 
expressly agreed upon in the concluded 
contract.

All product designations may be trade-
marks or other rights of Siemens AG, its 
affiliated companies or other companies 
whose use by third parties for their own 
purposes could violate the rights of the 
respective owner.

Company-wide energy management 
across locations

Clear compilation of production-  
and building-related energy data

Inspection and analysis  
of all individual location data  
of a property is possible

Simple handling,  
fast and convenient control

Reduced effort and costs during 
commissioning and subsequent  
integration of locations

Energy management  
for properties   
at a glance


